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O.1. PROOFS FOR SECTION 4.1.3

O.1.1. Information-Revealing Prices

THE FOLLOWING LEMMA IDENTIFIES conditions under which a firm entertain-
ing a deviation to match with a worker of unknown type can be certain of a
lower bound on the worker’s type.

LEMMA O.1: Suppose Assumptions 1 and 3 hold, and (μ�p�w� f) is individ-
ually rational. If a type w∗ worker is matched with a type f ∗ firm at a payment
p∗, then, for any firm with type f < f ∗, there exists ε > 0 such that, for any
p ∈ (νw∗f ∗ +p∗ − νw∗f � νw∗f ∗ +p∗ − νw∗f + ε],

νwf +p> νwf ∗ +p∗� for all w ≥w∗�(O.1)

νwf +p ≥ 0� for all w ≥w∗� and(O.2)

νwf +p ≤ νwf ∗ +p∗� for all w<w∗�(O.3)

If w∗ is unmatched in an individually rational matching outcome, then, for any
firm type f , there exists ε > 0 such that, for any p ∈ (−νw∗f �−νw∗f + ε],

νwf +p> 0� for all w ≥w∗� and

νwf +p ≤ 0� for all w<w∗�

PROOF: Define

pε := νw∗f ∗ +p∗ − νw∗f + ε�(O.4)

where ε > 0 will be determined later. The first required inequality (O.1) with
p = pε is

νwf + νw∗f ∗ + ε > νwf ∗ + νw∗f for any w ≥w∗�

which is immediate when w = w∗. When w > w∗, it follows from the assump-
tion of strict submodularity (since f < f ∗). Since (μ�p) is an individually ratio-
nal matching, νw∗f ∗ +p∗ ≥ 0. Hence, for any w ≥w∗, f > f ∗, and pε defined in
(O.4),

νwf +pε ≥ νw∗f +pε > νw∗f ∗ +p∗�
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proving (O.2).
After substituting for p = pε defined in (O.4), the inequality (O.3) becomes

νwf + νw∗f ∗ + ε ≤ νwf ∗ + νw∗f for any w<w∗�

For ε sufficiently small, this inequality follows from the assumption of strict
submodularity (since f < f ∗). Inequalities (O.1)–(O.3) immediately hold for
p ∈ (νw∗f ∗ + p∗ − νw∗f �p

ε]. The proof for the case that w∗ is unmatched is
similar. Q.E.D.

O.1.2. Proof of Proposition 4

O.1.2.1. Preliminaries

Constrained Efficiency. We begin by formulating an inductive notion of ef-
ficiency. As before, we write the finite set of possible worker and firm types as
W = {w1�w2� � � � �wK} and F = {f 1� f 2� � � � � f L}, with both wk and f � increas-
ing in their indices. To deal with unmatched agents, we introduce the notation
f(∅) = w(∅) = ∅, with the conventions ∅ <wk and ∅ < f � for any k and �. For
any matching function μ, denote by Iμ the set of matched workers and by Jμ
(=μ(Iμ)) the set of matched firms. By definition, |Iμ| = |Jμ|.

DEFINITION O.1: A matching outcome (μ�p�w� f) is constrained efficient on
W ′ ⊂ W if

∑
i∈w−1(W ′)∩Iμ

[νw(i)f(μ(i)) +φw(i)f(μ(i))]

= max
μ′∈M

∑
i∈w−1(W ′)∩Iμ

[νw(i)f(μ′(i)) +φw(i)f(μ′(i))]�

where M is the set of one-to-one functions from w−1(W ′) ∩ Iμ onto
μ(w−1(W ′))∩ Jμ.1

In this definition, M consists of all possible matching functions between
w−1(W ′) ∩ Iμ and μ(w−1(W ′) ∩ Iμ) = μ(w−1(W ′)) ∩ Jμ with no agent in these
two sets left unmatched. Hence, constrained efficiency might violate individual
rationality; for example, it could be that a matched worker–firm pair gener-
ates a negative surplus. The following observation follows immediately from
the definition of submodularity.

1We adopt the convention that M is empty if w−1(W ′) is empty, and that a summation over a
empty set equals to 0.
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LEMMA O.2: A matching outcome (μ�p�w� f) is constrained efficient on
W ′ ⊂ W if and only if the matching outcome is negative assortative (i.e., for all
i� i′ ∈ I such that μ(i)�μ(i′) ∈ J, if w(i) < w(i′), then f(μ(i)) ≥ f(μ(i′))).

DEFINITION O.2: For 1 ≤ k < K, a matching outcome (μ�p�w� f) is kth-
order constrained efficient if, for all w > wk and w ∈ W , (μ�p�w� f) is con-
strained efficient on {w1� � � � �wk�w}.

The following observation explores the submodularity assumption and is
useful in our inductive proofs.

LEMMA O.3: A matching outcome (μ�p�w� f) is (k + 1)th-order constrained
efficient if and only if it is kth-order constrained efficient and, for all w>wk+1, it
is constrained efficient on {wk+1�w}.

PROOF: The “only if” parts are immediate by definition. “If”: suppose
(μ�p�w� f) is kth-order constrained efficient. Consider any w>wk+1. If w(i) 
=
wk+1 and w(i) 
= w for all i ∈ Iμ, then trivially, (μ�p�w� f) is constrained effi-
cient on {w1� � � � �wk�wk+1�w}. Suppose w(i) = wk+1 and w(i′) = w for some
i� i′ ∈ Iμ. By assumption, (μ�p�w� f) is constrained efficient on {wk+1�w}, and
hence it follows from Lemma O.2 that f(μ(i)) ≥ f(μ(i′)). By Lemma O.2 again,
(μ�p�w� f) is constrained efficient on {w1� � � � �wk�wk+1�w}. Hence, (μ�p�w� f)
is (k+ 1)th-order constrained efficient. Q.E.D.

Unmatched Agents.

LEMMA O.4: Suppose (μ�p�w� f) is incomplete-information stable:
1. there does not exist i� i′ ∈ I such that μ(i) = ∅ 
= μ(i′) and w(i) > w(i′),
2. there does not exist j� j′ ∈ J such that μ−1(j) = ∅ 
= μ−1(j′) and f(j) > f(j′),

and
3. there does not exist i ∈ I and j ∈ J such that μ(i)= ∅ = μ−1(j) and νw(i)f(j) +

φw(i)f(j) > 0.

PROOF: Statement 1: Suppose there exist i� i′ ∈ I such that μ(i) = ∅ 
= μ(i′)
and w(i) > w(i′). We claim that (i�μ(i′)) can form a blocking pair with a pay-
ment p = −νw(i)f(μ(i′)) + ε for some small enough ε > 0. To see this, note that,
by Lemma O.1, worker i receives a positive payoff and reveals that his type is
at least w(i) if ε is small enough. The expected payoff of firm μ(i′) from this
deviation is at least

φw(i)f(μ(i′)) −p =φw(i)f(μ(i′)) + νw(i)f(μ(i′)) − ε�

Since w(i) > w(i′), Assumption 1 implies that φw(i)f(μ(i′)) + νw(i)f(μ(i′)) − ε >
φw(i′)f(μ(i′)) + νw(i′)f(μ(i′)) for a small ε. But φw(i′)f(μ(i′)) + νw(i′)f(μ(i′)) is the total sur-
plus in a match (i′�μ(i′)). So firm μ(i′) finds this deviation profitable.
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Statement 2: Suppose there exist j� j′ ∈ J such that μ−1(j) = ∅ 
= μ−1(j′)
and f(j) > f(j′). We claim (μ−1(j′)� j) form a blocking pair with payment
p = pμ−1(j′)�j′ + ε for some ε > 0. Observe first that worker μ−1(j′) receives
a strictly higher payoff in this block, since ν is weakly monotonic in f , and so

νw(μ−1(j′))f(j) + pμ−1(j′)�j′ + ε > νw(μ−1(j′))f(j′) + pμ−1(j′)�j′ �

Although firm j may be uncertain about the type of worker μ−1(j′), the firm
knows that the individual rationality for firm j′ and the strict monotonicity of
φ in f imply

0 ≤φw(μ−1(j′))f(μ(j′)) − pμ−1(j′)�j′ <φw(μ−1(j′))f(j) − pμ−1(j′)�j′ �

Therefore, for ε sufficiently small, firm j gets a strictly positive payoff in the
matching with worker μ−1(j′) at price p = pμ−1(j′)�j′ + ε.

Statement 3: Suppose there exist i ∈ I and j ∈ J such that μ(i) = ∅ 
= μ−1(j)
and νw(i)f(j) + φw(i)f(j) > 0. We claim (i� j) form a blocking pair with payment
p = −νw(i)f(j) + ε for small enough ε. Worker i’s payoff is positive from this
deviation, and, by Lemma O.1, firm j knows the block is only possible if worker
i’s type is at least w(i). Assumption 1 implies that firm j’s payoff is at least
νw(i)f(j) +φw(i)f(j) − ε, which is strictly positive for ε sufficiently small. Q.E.D.

O.1.2.2. Completion of the Proof of Proposition 4

Constrained Efficiency. Lemmas O.5 and O.6 inductively show that every
incomplete-information stable matching outcome is constrained efficient.

LEMMA O.5: If (μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σ1, then (μ�p�w� f) is first-order constrained ef-
ficient.

PROOF: Suppose, to the contrary, that some (μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σ1 is not first-
order constrained efficient. Then, by Lemma O.2, there exist two workers, say
1 and 2, such that w(2) > w(1)=w1 and f(μ(2)) > f(μ(1)) 
= ∅.

CLAIM O.1: If (μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σ1, w(2) > w(1) = w1, and f(μ(2)) > f(μ(1)) 
=
∅, then

φw(2)�f(μ(1)) + νw(2)�f(μ(1))(O.5)

≤ νw(2)�f(μ(2)) + p2�μ(2) +φw(1)�f(μ(1)) − p1�μ(1)�

PROOF: Consider a match by worker 2 and firm μ(1) with payment

p := νw(2)�f(μ(2)) + p2�μ(2) − νw(2)�f(μ(1)) + ε�
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for small ε > 0. By Lemma O.1, this match is only attractive to worker 2 if his
type is w(2) or higher. Since (μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σ1, firm μ(1) must not be better off
in this match. Hence,

φw(2)�f(μ(1)) −p ≤φw(1)�f(μ(1)) − p1�μ(1)�

Substituting for p,

φw(2)�f(μ(1)) − (νw(2)�f(μ(2)) + p2�μ(2) − νw(2)�f(μ(1)) + ε)

≤φw(1)�f(μ(1)) − p1�μ(1)�

implying (O.5). Q.E.D.

CLAIM O.2: If (μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σ1, w(2) > w(1) = w1, and f(μ(2)) > f(μ(1)) 
=
∅, then

νw(1)�f(μ(2)) +φw(1)�f(μ(2))

≤ νw(1)�f(μ(1)) + p1�μ(1) +φw(2)�f(μ(2)) − p2�μ(2)�

PROOF: If the inequality in (B.6) did not hold, we can find q ∈ R such that

νw(1)�f(μ(2)) + q > νw(1)�f(μ(1)) + p1�μ(1) and(O.6)

φw(1)�f(μ(2)) − q >φw(2)�f(μ(2)) − p2�μ(2)�(O.7)

Since φ is weakly increasing and w(1)=w1 is the smallest type, (O.7) implies

min
w∈W

φw�f(μ(2)) − q >φw(2)�f(μ(2)) − p2�μ(2)�(O.8)

Hence, (O.6) and (O.8) imply (1�μ(2)) is a blocking pair, contradicting
(μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σ1. Q.E.D.

Finally, we combine Claims O.1 and O.2. Adding the two inequalities, we
obtain

(νw(1)�f(μ(2)) + νw(2)�f(μ(1)))+ (φw(1)�f(μ(2)) +φw(2)�f(μ(1)))

≤ (νw(1)�f(μ(1)) + νw(2)�f(μ(2)))+ (φw(1)�f(μ(1)) +φw(2)�f(μ(2)))�

Since w(1) < w(2) and f(μ(2)) > f(μ(1)), this inequality contradicts the strict
submodularity of ν +φ. This completes the proof of Lemma O.5. Q.E.D.

LEMMA O.6: For any k ≥ 1, if (μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σk, then (μ�p�w� f) is kth-order
constrained efficient.
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PROOF: We proceed by induction. Suppose the claim holds for some k ≥ 1
(from Lemma O.5, the claim holds for k = 1). Suppose, to the contrary, that
(μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σk+1, and (μ�p�w� f) is not (k+ 1)th-order constrained efficient.
There then exist two workers i and i′ such that worker i’s type is w(i)=wk+1 <
w(i′) and ∅ 
= f(μ(i)) < f(μ(i′)).

CLAIM O.3: If (μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σk+1, w(i) = wk+1 < w(i′), and ∅ 
= f(μ(i)) <
f(μ(i′)), then

νw(i′)�f(μ(i)) +φw(i′)�f(μ(i))(O.9)

≤ νw(i′)�f(μ(i′)) + pi′�μ(i′) +φw(i)�f(μ(i)) − pi�μ(i)�

PROOF: Consider a match by worker i′ and firm μ(i) with payment

p := νw(i′)�f(μ(i′)) + pi′�μ(i′) − νw(i′)�f(μ(i)) + ε�

for small ε > 0. By Lemma O.1, this match is only attractive to worker i′ if
his type is at least w(i′). Since (μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σk+1, the match (i′�μ(i)) with p
cannot make firm μ(i) better off for any consistent belief. Hence, there exists
w ≥ w(i′) such that

φw�f(μ(i)) −p≤ φw(i)�f(μ(i)) − pi�μ(i)�

By monotonicity of φ and w(i′)≤ w, we have

φw(i′)�f(μ(i)) −p ≤φw(i)�f(μ(i)) − pi�μ(i)�

Substituting for p, we get (O.9). Q.E.D.

CLAIM O.4: If (μ�p�w� f) ∈ Σk+1, w(i) = wk+1 < w(i′), and ∅ 
= f(μ(i)) <
f(μ(i′)), then

νw(i)�f(μ(i′)) +φw(i)�f(μ(i′))(O.10)

≤ νw(i)�f(μ(i)) + pi�μ(i) +φw(i′)�f(μ(i′)) − pi′�μ(i′)�

PROOF: Suppose, to the contrary, that the claimed inequality does not hold.
We can then find q ∈R such that

νw(i)�f(μ(i′)) + q > νw(i)�f(μ(i)) + pi�μ(i) and(O.11)

φw(i)�f(μ(i′)) − q >φw(i′)�f(μ(i′)) − pi′�μ(i′)�(O.12)

By monotonicity of φ, (O.12) implies

φw�f(μ(i′)) − q(O.13)

>φw(i′)�f(μ(i′)) − pi′�μ(i′) for all w ≥ w(i)=wk+1�
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By the induction hypothesis, Σk only contains outcomes that are kth-order
constrained efficient. Consider the following set of worker type assignments:

Ω′ = {
w′ ∈ Ω :

(
μ�p�w′� f

) ∈ Σk�w′(i′) = w
(
i′
)
�

νw′(i)�f(μ(i′)) + q > νw′(i)�f(μ(i)) + pi�μ(i)

}
�

We claim that, for any w′ ∈ Ω′, w′(i) ≥ wk+1. To see this, suppose, to the
contrary, that w′(i) ≤ wk. By assumption, w′(i′) = w(i′) > wk+1 > wk and
f(μ(i)) < f(μ(i′)). But then w′(i) < w′(i′), while f(μ(i)) < f(μ(i′)), and so
(μ�p�w′� f) is not kth-order constrained efficient, contradicting the assump-
tion that (μ�p�w′� f) ∈ Σk.

It then follows from (O.13) that

min
w′∈Ω′ φw′(i)�f(μ(i′)) − q >φw(i′)�f(μ(i′)) − pi′�μ(i′)�(O.14)

Hence, from (O.11) and (O.14), the unmatched pair (i�μ(i′)) at payment q
can form a blocking pair. A contradiction. Q.E.D.

Summing (O.9) and (O.10), we have

(νw(i′)�f(μ(i)) + νw(i)�f(μ(i′)))+ (φw(i′)�f(μ(i)) +φw(i)�f(μ(i′)))

≤ (νw(i′)�f(μ(i′)) + νw(i)�f(μ(i)))+ (φw(i)�f(μ(i)) +φw(i′)�f(μ(i′)))�

contradicting strict submodularity of ν + φ. This completes the proof of
Lemma O.6. Q.E.D.

Efficiency and Constrained Efficiency. By definition, efficiency implies con-
strained efficiency, but the converse is not true without further assumptions.
As shown in the example, leaving some agents unmatched, or creating more
matched pairs, could improve efficiency. It follows from Lemma O.4 that in a
stable matching outcome, all the unmatched workers (firms, resp.) must have
lower realized types than the matched workers (firms, resp.) and no ex post
surplus can be generated by unmatched agents.

Without loss of generality, we assume w(i) is increasing in i. Suppose the
incomplete-information stable matching outcome (μ�p�w� f) is constrained ef-
ficient but not efficient. Lemma O.4 implies that all unmatched agents have
types lower than those in Iμ and Jμ. Let μ∗ be an efficient matching. Since ef-
ficiency implies constrained efficiency, Lemma O.4 implies that all unmatched
agents under μ∗ have types lower than those of Iμ∗ and Jμ∗ . Therefore, with-
out loss of generality, we can assume either Iμ � Iμ∗ and Jμ � Jμ∗ , or Iμ∗ � Iμ
and Jμ∗ � Jμ. In addition, it follows from Lemma O.2 that we can assume that,
without loss of generality, μ∗(i) 
= μ(i) for each worker i ∈ Iμ∗ .

Under the hypothesis that all matches yield a positive surplus, it is immediate
that there are no unmatched pairs of workers and firms under μ∗, and so we
must have Iμ � Iμ∗ and Jμ � Jμ∗ .
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w: 1 2 3 ∅
f: ∅ 3 2 1

μ

w: 1 2 3

f: 3 2 1

μ∗

FIGURE O.1.—An illustration of the derivation of (O.15).

LEMMA O.7: Suppose (μ�p�w� f) is a constrained efficient incomplete-
information stable matching outcome. Suppose Iμ � Iμ∗ and Jμ � Jμ∗ . Then
(μ�p�w� f) is efficient.

PROOF: We claim that, for each i ∈ Iμ, it must be that

f
(
μ∗(i)

) ≤ f
(
μ(i)

)
�(O.15)

To see that (O.15) holds, note that, by assumption, Iμ∗ is obtained from Iμ by
adding some lower worker types. Lemma O.2 implies that those added low
types must match with high type firms under μ∗, and hence i ∈ Iμ will be re-
matched to lower firms under μ∗ (see Figure O.1).

In the statement of the next claim, (O.16) is well-defined for workers i ∈
Iμ∗ \ Iμ using the convention νw(i)�∅ = pi�∅ = 0.

CLAIM O.5: Suppose the matching outcome (μ�p�w� f) is incomplete-infor-
mation stable. If Iμ � Iμ∗ , Jμ � Jμ∗ , and f(μ(i)) 
= f(μ∗(i)) for all i ∈ Iμ, then, for
each i ∈ Iμ∗ ,

νw(i)�f(μ∗(i)) +φw(i)�f(μ∗(i))(O.16)

≤ νw(i)�f(μ(i)) + pi�μ(i) +φw(μ−1(μ∗(i)))�f(μ∗(i)) − pμ−1(μ∗(i))�μ∗(i)�

PROOF: Since f(μ(i)) 
= f(μ∗(i)) for all i ∈ Iμ, (O.15) implies f(μ∗(i)) <
f(μ(i)) for all i ∈ Iμ. By Lemma O.1, under μ, for each worker i ∈ Iμ, the
match with firm μ∗(i) with payment

p := νw(i)�f(μ(i)) + pi�μ(i) − νw(i)�f(μ∗(i)) + ε�(O.17)

for ε > 0 small, is only profitable if his type is at least w(i).
In addition, under μ, each worker i ∈ Iμ∗ \ Iμ is unmatched, and hence (by

Lemma O.1 again) there are matches for such workers i with firm μ∗(i) 
= ∅
with payment (O.17) that are only profitably if his type is at least w(i).

Since (μ�p�w� f) is stable, for each i ∈ Iμ∗ , firm μ∗(i) must not find any such
match profitable, that is,

φw(i)�f(μ∗(i)) −p≤ φw(μ−1(μ∗(i)))�f(μ∗(i)) − pμ−1(μ∗(i))�μ∗(i)�
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w: 1 2 3 ∅
f: ∅ 2 2 1

μ

w: 1 2 3

f: 2 2 1

μ∗

FIGURE O.2.—An illustration of the case ruled out in Claim O.5.

Substituting p and taking ε → 0, we obtain (O.16). Q.E.D.

Summing (O.16) over all i ∈ Iμ∗ , the payments cancel, yielding

∑
i∈Iμ∗

(νw(i)�f(μ∗(i)) +φw(i)�f(μ∗(i)))

≤
∑
i∈Iμ∗

(νw(i)�f(μ(i)) +φw(μ−1(μ∗(i)))�f(μ∗(i)))�

contradicting the hypothesized inefficiency of (μ�p�w� f).
Claim O.5 requires f(μ(i)) 
= f(μ∗(i)) for all i ∈ Iμ in order to apply

Lemma O.1 for each such i. To illustrate the issue that arises if f(μ(i)) =
f(μ∗(i)) for some i ∈ Iμ, consider the matchings in Figure O.2. In this exam-
ple, the argument in the proof of Claim O.5 cannot be used because, under
μ, there is no match for the type 2 worker with another firm whose type is the
same as his currently matched firm that is only profitable if his type is at least 2.
However, in this case, to compare the efficiency of μ and μ∗, we only need to
consider where they differ, that is, we only need to look at the two matchings
illustrated in Figure O.3.

Claim O.5 applies to μ̂ and μ̂∗, and the same conclusion holds. We omit the
obvious formal argument that requires additional notation. This completes the
proof of Lemma O.7. Q.E.D.

w: 1 3 ∅
f: ∅ 2 1

μ̂

w: 1 3

f: 2 1

μ̂∗

FIGURE O.3.—The relevant part of the matching from Figure O.2.
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O.2. EXAMPLE AND PROOFS FOR SECTION 5

O.2.1. The Example Illustrating Multiple Rounds

Consider n firms and n workers: W = F = {1� � � � � n}. Worker types are
drawn from the set of all permutations. Worker premuneration values are iden-
tically zero, νwf ≡ 0. Firm premuneration values are given by

φwf =
{
wf� if w ≤ f�

f 2� if w> f�

Consider the price matrix P = 0, which assigns a price of zero to every match.
Any price-taking matching outcome is then individually rational. In the match-
ing given in Figure O.4, each firm is matched with the worker of the same
index, except for an inversion in the match of the top two firms and work-
ers. We show that this outcome is not price-sustainable. The only potentially
profitable deviation in this matching outcome is for the type n firm to buy the
type n worker; all workers and all other firms are getting the most they could
obtain under the constant price matrix P = 0. However, under incomplete in-
formation, the type n firm does not know which worker is type n, and hence
this matching outcome is Ψ 0-sustainable. In fact, for the same reason, every
matching outcome that matches the type 1 worker with the type 1 firm is Ψ 0-
sustainable. Moreover, Ψ 1, the set of Ψ 0-sustainable outcomes, coincides with
the set of matching outcomes that match the type 1 worker with the type 1
firm. To see this, it is enough to notice that any type j > 1 firm, if matched
with the type 1 worker, would profitably deviate to purchase any other worker,
whose type (given that types are drawn from the set of permutations) must be
larger than 1. Now restricting attention to the set Ψ 1, it must be that the set
of Ψ 1-sustainable outcomes coincides with the set of matching outcomes that
match type i workers with type i firms for i = 1�2, a subset of Ψ 1. To see this,
note that any firm j > 2, if matched with the type 2 worker, would profitably
deviate to any worker other than the one matched with the type 1 firm (since
the latter must be type 1, given that we are looking at Ψ 1). Iterating this argu-
ment, we conclude that Ψk+1, the set of Ψk-competitive outcomes, coincides
with the set of matching outcomes that match type i workers with type i firms
for i = 1�2� � � � �k+1. Hence, the candidate matching outcome we constructed
above is in Ψn−2, but not in Ψn−1.

w: 1 2 3 · · · n− 2 n n− 1

f: 1 2 3 · · · n− 2 n− 1 n

FIGURE O.4.—The matching illustrating the need for many rounds of iteration in Defini-
tion 10.
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O.2.2. Proof of Lemma 3

Take any set of price-taking matching outcomes, C , that is self-sustaining.
Then C ⊂ Ψ 0, where Ψ 0 is the set of individually rational outcomes. Since
each (μ�P�w� f) ∈ C is C-competitive, it follows from Definition 9 that such
(μ�P�w� f) is Ψ 0-sustainable, that is, (μ�P�w� f) ∈ Ψ 1. Hence, C ⊂ Ψ 1. Using
again the fact that each (μ�P�w� f) ∈ C is C-sustainable and C ⊂ Ψ 1, we ob-
tain that (μ�P�w� f) is Ψ 1-sustainable and hence C ⊂ Ψ 2. We conclude that
C ⊂ Ψ∞ by iterating this argument. That is, Ψ∞ contains any set that is self-
sustainable. Moreover, by definition, Ψ∞ is Ψ∞-sustainable and hence is self-
sustainable.

O.2.3. Proof of Proposition 7

The proof uses the fixed-point characterizations of stability and price sus-
tainability. Fix an incomplete-information stable outcome (μ�p�w� f) and let
E be a self-stabilizing set that contains it. In particular, by part 4 of Lemma 1,
we can take E such that it contains matching outcomes with the same allocation
(μ�p). Our goal is to extend p to P in an appropriate way and then show that
(μ�P�w� f) is price-sustainable. To do so, we extend the entire self-stabilizing
set E to a set of price-taking outcomes C and then show C is self-sustainable.

O.2.3.1. Step 1. Constructing C

Let E be a self-stabilizing set. For each element of E, (μ�p� w̃� f), we ex-
tend (μ�p� w̃� f) to (μ� P̃� w̃� f), and define C as the resulting set of price-taking
matching outcomes.

Consider a worker–firm pair (i� j) ∈ I × J such that j 
= μ(i). Since E is self-
stabilizing, there does not exist p ∈R such that

νw̃(i)�f(j) +p> νw̃(i)�f(μ(i)) + pi�μ(i)(O.18)

and (
min

w′∈Ω(w̃(μ−1(j))�i�j�p)
φw′(i)�f(j)

)
−p>φw̃(μ−1(j))�f(j) − pμ−1(j)�j�(O.19)

where Ω(w� i� j�p) is the set of worker type assignments w′ satisfying
(
μ�p�w′� f

) ∈ E�(O.20)

w′(μ−1(j)
) = w�(O.21)

and

νw′(i)�f(j) +p> νw′(i)�f(μ(i)) + pi�μ(i)�(O.22)
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For each firm j, let Ω̂(w� j) denote the set of worker type assignments sat-
isfying (O.20) and (O.21). Note that Ω(w� i� j�p) ⊂ Ω̂(w� j) for any p ∈ R,
since Ω(w� i� j�p) is further restricted by the requirement that worker i is pur-
portedly willing to form a blocking pair at price p (allowing firm j to draw
inferences about i’s type).

CLAIM O.6: For any worker–firm pair (i� j),

min
w′∈Ω̂(w̃(μ−1(j))�j)

φw′(i)�f(j) + max
w′∈Ω̂(w̃(μ−1(j))�j)

(νw′(i)�f(j) − νw′(i)�f(μ(i)))(O.23)

≤ pi�μ(i) +φw̃(μ−1(j))�f(j) − pμ−1(j)�j�

PROOF: Suppose, to the contrary, that the inequality does not hold. Then
there exists w∗ ∈ Ω̂(w̃(μ−1(j))� j) such that

(
min

w′∈Ω̂(w̃(μ−1(j))�j)

φw′(i)�f(j)

)
+ νw∗(i)�f(j) − νw∗(i)�f(μ(i))

> pi�μ(i) +φw̃(μ−1(j))�f(j) − pμ−1(j)�j�

Since w∗(μ−1(j))= w̃(μ−1(j)), this inequality is the same as
(

min
w′∈Ω̂(w∗(μ−1(j))�j)

φw′(i)�f(j)

)
+ νw∗(i)�f(j) − νw∗(i)�f(μ(i))(O.24)

> pi�μ(i) +φw∗(μ−1(j))�f(j) − pμ−1(j)�j�

But (O.24) implies that there exists p∗ ∈R such that

νw∗(i)�f(j) +p∗ > νw∗(i)�f(μ(i)) + pi�μ(i)

and (
min

w′∈Ω̂(w∗(μ−1(j))�j)

φw′(i)�f(j)

)
−p∗ >φw∗(μ−1(j))�f(j) − pμ−1(j)�j�(O.25)

Since Ω(w∗(μ−1(j))� i� j�p∗)⊂ Ω̂(w∗(μ−1(j))� j), (O.25) implies that
(

min
w′∈Ω(w∗(μ−1(j))�i�j�p∗)

φw′(i)�f(j)

)
−p∗ >φw∗(μ−1(j))�f(j) − pμ−1(j)�j�

contradicting the nonexistence of a price p satisfying (O.18)–(O.19). Q.E.D.

The following is now an immediate implication of (O.23): there exists
P̃w̃(μ−1(j))

ij ∈R such that
(

min
w′∈Ω̂(w̃(μ−1(j))�j)

φw′(i)�f(j)

)
− P̃w̃(μ−1(j))

ij ≤φw̃(μ−1(j))�f(j) − pμ−1(j)�j(O.26)
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and

max
w′∈Ω̂(w̃(μ−1(j))�j)

(νw′(i)�f(j) − νw′(i)�f(μ(i)))+ P̃w̃(μ−1(j))
ij ≤ pi�μ(i)�

The critical feature of P̃w̃(μ−1(j))
ij is that it only depends on w̃ through the value

of w̃(μ−1(j)).
We are now in a position to extend the set of stable outcomes E to a set of

price-taking outcomes C as follows. For each (μ�p� w̃� f) ∈E, define an associ-
ated price-taking matching outcome (μ� P̃� w̃� f) by

P̃ij =
{pij� j = μ(i) ,

P̃w̃(μ−1(j))
ij � otherwise.

(O.27)

We define C as the set of all price-taking matching outcomes derived from E
in this way.

O.2.3.2. Step 2. The Price Sustainability of C

Fix a firm j and an outcome (μ� P̃� w̃� f) ∈ C, and consider the set Ω′(j) of
worker type assignments w′ ∈ Ω for which there exists P′ such that

(
μ�P′�w′� f

) ∈C�

w′(μ−1(j)
) = w̃

(
μ−1(j)

)
�

and

P′
i′�μ(i′) = P̃i′�μ(i′) and P′

i′�j = P̃i′�j� ∀i′ ∈ I�

Observe that, by the definition of C, if (μ� P̃� w̃� f), (μ�P′�w′� f) ∈ C, then
P′

i′�μ(i′) = P̃i′�μ(i′) = pi′�μ(i′) for any i′ ∈ I; if, in addition, w′(μ−1(j)) = w̃(μ−1(j)),

then P̃i′�j = P′
i′�j = Pw̃(μ−1(j))

i′�j for any i′ ∈ I. Therefore,

Ω′(j)= Ω̂
(
w̃
(
μ−1(j)

)
� j

)
�

where Ω̂(w� j) is defined just after (O.22). Hence, it follows from (O.26)–
(O.27) that, for any i ∈ I and j ∈ J,

(
min

w′∈Ω′(j)
φw′(i)�f(j)

)
− P̃ij ≤φw̃(μ−1(j))�f(j) − P̃μ−1(j)�j(O.28)

and

max
w′∈Ω′(j)

(νw′(i)�f(j) − νw′(i)�f(μ(i)))+ P̃ij ≤ P̃i�μ(i)�(O.29)
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Inequality (O.28) implies

φw′(i)�f(j) − P̃ij ≤φw(μ−1(j))�f(j) − P̃μ−1(j)�j

for some w′ ∈ Ω′(j). Since (μ� P̃� w̃� f) ∈C, by definition, w̃ ∈ Ω̂(w̃(μ−1(j))� j) =
Ω′(j), and so (O.29) implies

νw̃(i)�f(j) + P̃ij ≤ νw̃(i)�f(μ(i)) + P̃i�μ(i)�

Hence, by Definition 11, C is self-sustainable. This completes the proof of
Proposition 7.
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